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Abstract

Periodically eclipsed π-stacking columns in two-dimensional covalent organic frameworks (2D COFs) could function as direct channel paths for charge carrier transport. Incorporating a well-defined 2D COF into organic electronic devices, however, is still a challenge. Herein, we reported the solvothermal synthesis of a COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film on single layer graphene (SLG), which was constructed via covalent imine-type linkage by employing 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(p-formylphenyl)pyrene (TFPy) and p-phenylenediamine (PPDA) as building blocks. A vertical field-effect transistor (VFET) based on the heterostructure of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film and SLG shows ambipolar charge carrier behavior under lower modulating voltages. Work-function-tunable contact between SLG and COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film and suitable injection barriers of charge carriers lead to the ambipolar transport with high current density on/off ratio (>10^5) and high on-current density (>4.1 Acm^-2). Interfacing 2D COF with graphene for VFET could shed the promising application prospect of 2D COFs in organic electronics and optoelectronics.
Semiconducting π-conjugated systems incorporated with versatile functionalities by molecular design have attracted much attention as intriguing and advanced materials in organic electronics and optoelectronics\textsuperscript{1-3}. The charge transport efficiency is considered the utmost essential factor for high performance electronic devices. It in turn largely depends on the molecular packing mode and intermolecular interaction between neighboring molecules as well as the chemical structure of π-conjugated organic semiconductors\textsuperscript{4}. In general, the maximum π-overlap in an orderly packed molecular system are regarded as the most efficient mode for charge transport\textsuperscript{5}. Two-dimensional covalent organic frameworks (2D COFs), which are covalently constructed from planar aromatic building blocks based on the principles of reticular chemistry, are a class of porous crystalline material with the highly ordered porous architectures and predesignable π-electronic skeletons. 2D COFs feature the extended conjugation within a 2D layer and periodical columnar π-arrays aligned with an atomic precision in vertical direction, which is hardly achievable in other molecular architectures\textsuperscript{6-9}. In this context, high crystallinity and closely eclipsed stacking alignment of aromatic moieties render 2D COFs as an ideal platform for charge carrier transport\textsuperscript{10}. By carefully choosing suitable π-functional monomers, semiconducting 2D COFs have been developed with tunable charge-transfer performance\textsuperscript{11-13}. For example, p-type 2D COFs for hole transport were reported based on the monomers containing electron-rich units such as pyrene, porphyrin, phthalocyanine and tetrathiafulvalene\textsuperscript{14-17}. Electron-transporting 2D COFs with n-channels were also constructed by co-condensation of nickel-phthalocyanine with an electron-deficient benzothiadiazole block\textsuperscript{11}. Ambipolar semiconducting 2D COFs were fabricated from various electron donor and electron acceptor components\textsuperscript{10,12,18}. Some of these 2D COFs were revealed to have high spectroscopic carrier mobility by using a flash photolysis time-resolved microwave
conductivity method\textsuperscript{11,12,15,19}. However, the lack of solution processability due to the inherent insolubility of COF powders impedes their integration into devices. Furthermore, the application of 2D COF powders in the organic solar cells has been also explored\textsuperscript{20,21}.

Growing crystalline 2D COF thin film on an appropriate substrate is considered as one of the efficient ways to fabricate COF-based devices\textsuperscript{22-25}. With the assistance of substrates, on-surface grown COF films have been demonstrated to form preferentially oriented 2D layers parallel to substrate surface and vertically aligned π-columns\textsuperscript{22,26}. This film geometry provides unidirectional channels for improved charge migration along π-columns. For instance, oriented crystalline DAAQ-TFP COF film showed the drastically improved charge storage capabilities compared with randomly oriented DAAQ-TFP COF powders\textsuperscript{27}. Another example is that 2D BDT-COF film with highly ordered π-arrays and porous structures could serve as hosts for forming periodically interpenetrated electron-donor/acceptor system to effectively separate and transport charge carriers\textsuperscript{23}. With the improved crystallinity and orientation control, substrate supported 2D COF film would enable fabrication of advanced architectures for electronic devices, which however remains unexplored so far.

Vertical field-effect transistor (VFET) is a rapidly developed electronic device which is fabricated by vertically stacking source electrode, channel layer and drain electrode on gate insulator\textsuperscript{28,29}. The short channel length in nano-scale or micro-scale can be tuned by simply controlling the thickness of deposited semiconducting layer. This device structure intrinsically allows the possibility for low-power and low-voltage manipulation, high current outputs and is compatible with exquisite lithography processes. Recently, single-layered graphene (SLG) is extensively utilized as a superior source electrode in VFETs\textsuperscript{30-32}. High device performances of this
kind VFET architecture are obtained due to the intrinsic advantages of graphene, including i) improved sheet resistance, ii) monoatomic layered thickness allowing the gate field accessible to the graphene-semiconductor interface for charge accumulation, iii) low density of state and dramatically tunable work function for carrier injection and current modulation, iv) gate-tunable interfacial resistance between graphene and a semiconductor achieving a high on/off ratio\textsuperscript{33-35}. The graphene-based VFET provides a new way to investigate the electrical properties of semiconductors and promise the rational design and realization of flexible and large-area electronics in active matrix displays or low-power logic applications\textsuperscript{36}. Inspired by the oriented growth of 2D COF film on SLG surface and the inherent periodic $\pi$-arrays of 2D COFs, it is intriguing to incorporate 2D COF film/SLG into VFETs for exploring its intrinsic electronic performances and potential applications.

Herein, we constructed an imine-based COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} thin film from 1,3,6,8-tetrakis($p$-formylphenyl)pyrene (TFPy) and $p$-phenylenediamine (PPDA) on SLG surface and fabricated a VFET device based on the SLG/COF film heterostructure (Fig. 1). A 1,3,6,8-tetrasubstituted pyrene molecule, TFPy, was chosen as a building block due to its high carrier mobility in organic electronics and optoelectronics\textsuperscript{37}. The imine-based COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} thin film was revealed to have the well-defined structure and good crystallinity. In the VFET architecture, SLG served as the source electrode and the deposited Au electrode as the drain electrode (Fig. 1c). By employing COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film as the semiconducting layer, the VFET device displayed ambipolar charge carrier transport behavior modulated effectively by monitoring gate voltages. A high $J_{\text{on-off}}$ ratio greater than $10^5$ was achieved at a lower manipulating voltage. The maximum on-current density can be reached to 6.8 A cm$^{-2}$ for hole delivering and 4.1 A cm$^{-2}$ for electron transporting. This COF-based VFET provides a universal method to investigate the electronic properties of highly ordered 2D COF films. The
excellent semiconducting performance of COF-based VFETs promises new possibility for their applications of COF in organic electronics.

Results

Synthesis and spectroscopic characterization of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film on SLG. The COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film on SLG was constructed through a typical solvothermal procedure using a mixed solvent of dioxane/methanol (3:1, v/v). The chemical structure of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film was confirmed by using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and confocal Raman spectra. FTIR spectra of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film and powders indicate the complete consumption of monomers (Fig. 2a), as the characteristic stretching band (1700 cm\(^{-1}\)) of aldehyde groups in TFPy remarkably decreases and the stretching band (3200 – 3400 cm\(^{-1}\)) of amino groups in PPDA is absent. The emerging characteristic peak at 1622 cm\(^{-1}\) is ascribed to the stretching mode of the formed imine bond (C=N) in COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film as well as that in COF powders.

Further structural information is confirmed by Raman spectra as shown in Fig. 2b. By comparing the Raman spectrum of bulk COF_{TFPy-PPDA} with that of monomers, the broad band at 1696 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to aldehyde C=O stretching vibration and the band at 1276 cm\(^{-1}\) indexed as the stretching and wagging vibration of NH\(_2\) in PPDA are absent in the case of COF_{TFPy-PPDA}. The emerging bands at 1573 and 1651 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to stretching vibrations of newly formed imine moieties and the band at 1610 cm\(^{-1}\) is inherited from the vibration mode of pyrene core. In addition, the SLG transferred onto silicon wafer shows the typical G band at 1576 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2D band at 2682 cm\(^{-1}\). The COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film growing on SLG possesses a similar Raman spectrum comparing with that of bulk powders, also integrating with the broad band at 2680 cm\(^{-1}\) deriving
from SLG. The results indicate the covalent formation of imine-connected conjugated structure in both COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film and powders. Particularly, the Raman spectrum of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film demonstrates the increased intensity and slight shifts of some bands (mainly from 1573 to 1581 cm$^{-1}$ and 1610 to 1600 cm$^{-1}$) comparing to that of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ powders. It likely arises from the geometrical orientation change of molecules induced by SLG substrate based on surface selection rule.$^{40}$

**Crystalline structure and orientation characterization.** The ordered structure and crystallinity of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film were investigated by grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). As shown in Fig. 3a, the scattering peaks at $q_{xy} = 0.27$ Å$^{-1}$, 0.38 Å$^{-1}$, 0.54 Å$^{-1}$, 0.62 Å$^{-1}$, 0.81 Å$^{-1}$ and 1.09 Å$^{-1}$ correspond to (110), (020), (220), (130), (330) and (440) planes, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S1). The in-plane plotting spectrum for COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film (Fig. 3c) is well consistent with the simulated pattern in eclipsed conformation according to the previous work.$^{41}$ which reveals the formation of the highly crystalline materials with periodic π-columns.$^{22}$ These peaks shown in GIWAXS pattern are almost concentrated near $q_z = 0$ which indicates the c-axis preferential orientation of polycrystalline COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film normal to SLG substrate. The significant (001) peak at $q_z = 1.72$ Å$^{-1}$ (Fig. 3b) is not observed in $q_{xy}$ direction, again indicating the oriented stacking of conjugated layers along c-axis due to the π-stacking interaction between SLG and the aromatic pyrene core each other. These results reasonably demonstrate the ordered structure of crystalline COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film formed on SLG surface.

**Surface and thickness analysis of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film.** Based on fully conjugated and crystalline COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film grown on SLG, the SLG/COF-VFET was fabricated and measured at
ambient conditions. SLG transferred onto SiO\textsubscript{2}-Si surface cooperating with the remote Au/Cr pads was regarded as bottom source electrode, and top Au pad (100 × 100 μm\textsuperscript{2}) served as drain electrode. The vertical height of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film was regarded as the channel length. The thickness of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film is essential to the performance of SLG/COF-VFET devices. Fig. 4 shows the surface analysis of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film on SLG by using atomic force microscopy (AFM). The typical AFM topography image depicts that the flat COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film can continuously grow on SLG in the solvothermal procedure (Fig. 4a). Based on the cross-section analysis as shown in Fig. 4b, the average thickness of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film is evaluated as 50.5 ± 7.2 nm at monomer concentrations of 5 mM for TFPy and 10 mM for PPDA, respectively. In a lower monomer concentration (1 mM for TFPy and 2 mM for PPDA), thin COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film with the thickness of only 15.5 ± 1.3 nm is obtained with some breakages (Supplementary Fig. S2). When the monomer concentration increased to 2 mM for TFPy, COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film can cover all the surface of SLG (Supplementary Fig. S3). From 2 mM to 5 mM based on TFPy blocks, the thickness of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film varies in a narrow range (47 – 55 nm). By virtue of the flatness of SLG, ultrathin channel length (sub-100 nm) could be permitted without electrical shorts to top drain electrode\textsuperscript{42}. In our work, full-covering COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} film with the thickness of 50 nm in average was utilized for the characterization of SLG/COF-VFET device.

**Electrical transporting performance of the fabricated SLG/COF-VFET.** Electrical transport studies of the COF-based VFET were performed and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The transistor operation shown in Fig. 5a demonstrates the large modulation of drain-source current density (\(J_{DS}\))
by the gate voltage \( (V_G) \) monitoring in the range of 2 V – -10 V, which mimics p-type transistor behavior with high holes mobility. By virtue of the vertical structure and thin semiconducting layer, the SLG/COF-VFET can be operated under a low drain-source voltage \( (V_{DS}) \) of -0.5 V. High on–off current density \( (J_{on/off}) \) ratio of \( 10^6 \) and low threshold voltage (0.1 V) can be obtained. By varying the applied \( V_{DS} \) to -1.0 V, a higher on-current density is recorded with the large \( J_{on/off} \) ratio maintained. The low off-state current density (below \( 10^{-5} \) A cm\(^{-2}\)) and low leakage current (confined to the nanoampere range) at on-state also demonstrate the enhanced performance of SLG/COF-VFET devices. Intriguingly, the COF-based VFET also shows the high on-current density when the gate voltage is manipulated in the range of -1 V – 10 V at the \( V_{DS} \) of 0.5 V, indicating that COF\(_{TFPy-PPDA}\) film can also acts as n-type channel for electron delivering. The \( J_{on/off} \) ratio in the n-type regime can reach to \( 10^5 \), while the power consumption is higher than that in the p-type regime, which may be attributed to the intrinsic higher hole mobility than that of electrons. Similar enhanced on-current density is also recorded by altering the applied \( V_{DS} \).

Output characteristics of the COF-based VFET also illustrate the ambipolar behavior of COF\(_{TFPy-PPDA}\) film as shown in Fig. 5b. The on-current density can achieve 6.8 A cm\(^{-2}\) in p-type regime at the \( V_{DS} \) of -10 V with supplied gate voltage of -5 V and 4.1 A cm\(^{-2}\) in n-type regime at the \( V_{DS} \) of 10 V with supplied gate voltage of 5 V. The discrepant on-current density obtained in two regimes also arises from the different mobility of holes and electrons in the COF\(_{TFPy-PPDA}\) film. Statistical data shown in Supplementary Table S1 reveal the reproducibility of our SLG/COF-VFET devices. The on-current density for hole and electron transport is among the highest reported values for VFETs (Supplementary Table S2), which is beneficial to drive organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices. The performance of SLG/COF-VFETs can be further improved by
optimizing the structure of COF films, perforating the graphene-based source electrode and altering the drain electrode with different work function.

In order to understand possible mechanism of the ambipolar manipulation for the SLG/COF-VFET, we investigated the electronic structure of semiconducting COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} by using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and absorption spectra (Supplementary Fig. S4 and S5) to determine the positions of its highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). For COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA}, HOMO and LUMO levels are evaluated as -5.22 eV and -3.54 eV, respectively, which reveals reduced band-gap compared to TFPy molecule (Fig. 6a) due to extended in-plane conjugation. The schemetic bond diagrams shown in Fig. 6b demonstrate that the work function positions of SLG (~ -4.7 eV) and Au (~ -5.1 eV) are located between the HOMO and LUMO levels of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA}, which can lower the injection barriers for both electrons and holes. The narrow band-gap of COF\textsubscript{TFPy-PPDA} (1.61 eV) can also contribute to lower the injection barrier for both charge carriers.

Discussions

In general, the work function or doping level of graphene can be dramatically modulated under appropriate gating voltage\textsuperscript{34,36,43}. Furthermore, graphene also possesses highly tunable density of state for majority carriers\textsuperscript{44}. In the SLG/COF-VFET architecture, gate field as well as the parallel source-drain field can facilitate the accumulation of majority carriers and thus dominate the band diagrams at the interface between SLG and COF film. Under the applied $V_G$ and $V_{DS}$, the majority carriers tend to selectively inject to the adjacent semiconductor layer\textsuperscript{33}. With the gate voltage monitored to negative direction, accumulated holes increase the work function of SLG and
the barrier height between SLG and COF film is reduced, thus resulting in holes injection to the HOMO level of COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film (Fig. 6c). At the negative $V_{\text{DS}}$, the device reveals enhanced current density and is switched into on-state. The $\pi$-columns act as p-type channel for holes transport.

The current density under positive $V_{\text{DS}}$ is much smaller than that under negative $V_{\text{DS}}$ (under negative $V_{\text{G}}$ in Fig. 5b), indicating the relatively smaller barrier between SLG and COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film compared to that between Au and COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film. Similarly, a positive $V_{\text{G}}$ accumulates electrons in graphene decreasing the work function of SLG to the LUMO level of COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film, and then the injected electrons into semiconducting COF film deliver to top drain electrode at the positive $V_{\text{DS}}$ (n-type current, Fig. 6d). Judging from the energy level of COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} ($E_{\text{HOMO}} < -5$ eV and $E_{\text{LUMO}} < -4$ eV), the suitable barriers of both electron and hole from top Au electrode (work function in the range of $-4.7 \sim -5.2$ eV) also allows stable holes and electrons transport\textsuperscript{45,46}, and efficiently facilitates the ambipolar transport. Additionally, the higher power consumption and lower $J_{\text{on/off}}$ ratio in n-type regime compared with that in p-type regime may be ascribed to the larger electron injection barrier height than that for holes resulting from the differences of initial graphene Fermi level relative to LUMO and HOMO level, respectively, as well as the intrinsically electrical properties of COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA}.

In summary, we constructed the imine-based COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film with high crystallinity and ordered $\pi$-arrays on SLG via a convenient solvothermal method and incorporated them into a VFET by employing COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film as the transport channel and SLG as the source electrode. Based on the heterostructure of crystalline COF\textsubscript{TFFPy-PPDA} film and conductive SLG, the SLG/COF-VFET displayed an excellent ambipolar charge transport behavior under the modulation of supplied voltages, which may be ascribed to the tunable work function and density of state of SLG as well as
lower injection barriers for electrons and holes injection. The narrow band-gap of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} (1.61 eV) can also contribute to lower the injection barrier for both charge carriers. High \( J_{\text{on/off}} \) ratio of \( 10^6 \) in p-type regime and \( 10^5 \) in n-type regime were obtained at low manipulating voltages. The highest on-current density could achieve 6.8 A cm\(^{-2}\) for holes transporting and 4.1 A cm\(^{-2}\) for electrons delivering. The high semiconducting performance and excellent ambipolar behavior of COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film demonstrate its application prospect in advanced driving cells of OLEDs and flexible organic electronic devices. This unique VFET architecture also provides a universal method to investigate the intrinsic electrical properties of other COF materials and sheds their prospect in electronics and optoelectronics.

**Methods**

**Graphene growth, transfer and source electrode preparation.** Single layer graphene (SLG) was first grown on copper foils (25 μm thick, Alfa Aesar, item no. 13382) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method and was transferred to silicon wafer with 300 nm fused oxide layer (SiO\(_2\)-Si) via the wet transferring method according to our previous work\(^{47}\). Remote Au/Cr source electrode (40 nm/6 nm) contacts were evaporated directly onto the edge of transferred SLG electrode on SiO\(_2\)/Si substrates.

**Growing COF_{TFPy-PPDA} film on SLG.** 1,3,6,8-Tetrakis(p-formylphenyl)pyrene (TFPy) was synthesized according to the previous work\(^{48}\). \(^1\)H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl\(_3\), δ): 10.16 (s, 4H, Ar H), 8.17 (s, 4H, Ar H), 8.08 (d, \( J = 6 \) Hz, 8H, Ar H), 8.04 (s, 2H, Ar H), 7.86 (d, \( J = 6 \) Hz, 8H, Ar H). In a typical procedure, \( p \)-phenylenediamine (PPDA, Acros Organics), TFPy (with the molar ration of TFPy to PPDA as 2:1) and a mixture of 1,4-dioxane/methanol (v/v 3:1, 1 mL) were charged in a
cylindrical tube (18 cm of length, $\phi_{in} = 8$ mm, $\phi_{out} = 10$ mm). The mixture was ultrasonic treated to obtain a homogeneous suspension and desaerated with inert argon. After being added 100 μL 3 M acetic acid aqueous solution and SLG/SiO₂-Si slice with Au/Cr (40/6 nm) source electrodes (Supplementary Experimental Details), the tube was sealed and heated in a 120 °C oven for 24 h. After cooled down naturally to room temperature, the substrate slice was picked out and submerged in THF/chloroform (v/v 1:1, 10 mL) overnight and finally rinsed by acetone and dried under vacuum. The precipitates were also collected by centrifugation, rinsed by THF and soaked in THF/chloroform (v/v 1:1, 10 mL) for 12 h, and finally dried under vacuum conditions. Similarly, COF₅₆₆₈ powders were synthesized in the absence of substrates.

**VFET fabrication and measurements.** The VFET was fabricated by depositing 60 nm thick Au drain electrode on the surface of COF₅₆₆₈ film/SLG/SiO₂-Si slice with a shadow mask. $I–V$ characteristics of the transistor were recorded on a Keithley 4200 SCS and a Micromanipulator 6150 probe station in a clean and shielded box at ambient atmosphere.

**General characterizations.** The structures of both COF₅₆₆₈ films and powders were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectra, and Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) spectra. FTIR spectra were recorded with a Bruker RFS100/S instrument in the range of 600 to 3600 cm⁻¹ with an interval of 4 cm⁻¹. FTIR spectrum of COF₅₆₆₈ films was particularly recorded on a ThermFisher Scientific Nicolet iN10 instrument after cooling the measurement system by using liquid nitrogen for 20 min. Raman spectra were recorded on a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman spectroscopy with 633-nm laser. Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) was conducted at Beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, using an approximately 0.5 mm wide 10 keV X-ray beam ($\lambda =$
1.2398 Å). The surface characterization of COF films was performed on a Bruker Nanoscope IIIa atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode at ambient temperature.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Synthesis of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film on SLG and the fabrication of VFET device. (a) Schematic diagrams of synthesizing COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film on SLG transferred onto SiO$_2$-Si for VFET device fabrication. A sealed tube was charged with a SLG/SiO$_2$-Si slice as well as the monomers and solvent for COF thin film growth. A COF/SLG-VFET was fabricated based on the SLG-COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$-metal stack. (b) Solvothermal reaction for synthesis of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ in the sealed tube. (c) Side module view of the device geometry of the constructed COF/SLG-VFET device.

Figure 2 Structural characterizations of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film. (a) Comparison of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film (violet curve), powders (olive curve), TFPy (magenta curve) and PPDA (red curve). (b) Contrastive Raman spectra of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film (magenta curve) and powders (blue curve) with the corresponding monomers (TFPy, olive curve and PPDA, red curve) and SLG (black curve).

Figure 3 Crystallinity and orientation COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film on SLG. (a) GIWAXS data of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film grown on SLG surface. Date scale from 0 to 20000 counts. (b) GIWAXS data obtained at large $q_z$ showing the projection of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ (001) peak. (c) Projection of in-plane diffraction pattern from GIWAXS near $q_z = 0$.

Figure 4 Surface and thickness analysis by using AFM. (a) AFM topography image of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ film surface. Length scale bar: 2 μm, height scale from -100 to 100 nm. (b) Cross-section analysis of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ thin film. The monomer concentrations are 5 mM for TFPy and 10 mM for PPDA.

Figure 5 Electrical transport characterization of SLG/COF-VFET. (a) Transfer characteristics of the ambipolar SLG/COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$-VFET at $V_{\text{DS}}$ values of -0.5, -1.0, and 0.5 V with 50 nm channel
length and 300 nm SiO$_2$ gate dielectric. (b) Output characteristics of the ambipolar SLG/COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$-VFET depending on various gate voltages.

**Figure 6 Schematic diagram of ambipolar transport behavior.** (a) The band diagrams of COF$_{\text{TFPy-PPDA}}$ comparing with TFPy. Schematic illustration on (b) the relevant levels of materials in the SLG/COF-VFET and the band diagrams in the case of (c) negative gate voltage and (d) positive gate voltage.
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